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By Mrs. Walrath of Stow, petition ofPatricia A. Walrath and other

members of the General Court for an investigation by a special
commission (including members of the General Court) relative to
establishing a high speed surface transportation system in the
Commonwealth. Transportation.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two.

Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special

COMMISSION RELATIVE TO ESTABLISHING A HIGH SPEED SURFACE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM,IN THE COMMONWEALTH.

1 Resolved, That the General Court hereby recognizes that
2 major transportation corridors and infrastructure in the common-
-3 wealth have already reached their capacity or are forecasted to
4 experience unacceptable levels of congestion. That any
5 improvements such as the increased use of HOV-lanes and
6 extensions of commuter rail lines will temporarily improve inner
7 city travel, but are unlikely to decrease congestion in inter-city
8 transportation networks;
9 That major highway expansion may not be physically possible

10 or environmentally feasible; that no community has expressed
11 interest in hosting a second major airport; that communities
12 surrounding the Logan International Airport are seeking to lessen
13 the impact of Logan-induced motor vehicle congestion and air
14 pollution on their local streets and neighborhoods and reduce
15 aircraft noise pollution to their residents.
16 Therefore, the General Court finds that nineteen hundred
17 ninety-two is the appropriate time to direct its attention to a
18 comprehensive assessment of the feasibility of developing a high
19 speed surface transportation system within the commonwealth.
20 Such an assessment shall consider the importance of intermodal
21 connections with other transportation modes, and for said
22 purposes a special commission, created by this act, shall be known
23 as the Massachusetts Intercity Rail Steering Committee and to
24 be referred to as MIRSC, and shall conduct such an assessment.
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25 There is hereby established a special commission to be known
26 as the Massachusetts Intercity Rail Steering Committee,
27 hereinafter referred to as MIRSC, consisting of seventeen
28 members to be appointed jointly by the house and senate
29 chairpersons of the joint committee on transportation and the
30 governor.
31 The membership of said commission shall consist of the
32 following: a member of a regional planning agency representing
33 cities and towns; a person representing a publicly owned transpor-
-34 tation system; a person representing the United States
35 Department of Transportation; a person representing the Massa-
-36 chusetts department of highways; a person experienced in
37 transportation financing; a person experienced in railroad
38 engineering and construction; a person representing a railroad
39 labor organization; a person from a high-speed railroad research
40 and development organization; a transportation expert from
41 academia; an expert in clean air; a member of a private environ-
-42 mental organization; a transportation economist; three members
43 of the general court and two interested citizens.

1 SECTION 3. The steering committee shall investigate and
2 study the feasibility of building a high speed surface transpor-
-3 tation system and improvements needed for existing rail corridors
4 within the commonwealth and possible interaction with other
5 regional transportation systems.
6 Said committee shall: Review current and previous rail studies,
7 and shall communicate and consult with the New England
8 Governor’s Council relative to any study, or stage thereof, said
9 council is undertaking; assess the adequacy of all existing studies,

10 including any ongoing studies, including areas for possible rail
11 expansion, including opportunities for intermodal linkages, and
12 seek funding availability for such studies. Said committee shall
13 meet with appropriate officials in the United States Department
14 of Transportation to explore innovative technologies and not be
15 constrained by existing transportation technologies and as part
16 of the visionary approach to new infrastructure investment
17 policies, advocate the continued development and utilization of
18 systems of the future, as contained in the federal Surface
19 Transportation Act of 1991. Said Act provides several programs
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20 and funding to give these systems an impetus, including an
21 Applied Technology program for highway, transit and intermodal
22 transportation systems; forecast future demand and make an
23 assessment as to whether the focus should be on passenger or
24 freight, or both, and a time-frame when each system would be
25 economically feasible;
26 identify the transportation corridors to be analyzed,
27 considering land use, economic development and environmental
28 concerns; examine intermodal opportunities and the impact on
29 other travel modes;
30 investigate technological options and the feasibility of bringing
31 advanced technologies to our transportation system; evaluating
32 whether foreign countries have seized the initiative on systems that
33 have been developed in the United States, as was the case of the
34 development of the magnetic levitation, or Mag Lev, and whether
35 we are the leader in this technology which has the unique ability
36 to move people on a magnetic field at high speeds and increase
37 the kinds of efficiency in mobility having a potential to produce
38 important economic benefits as it seeks to compete with others
39 in the global marketplace;
40 identify existing highway or railroad rights of way that are
41 suitable or potentially suitable for high speed travel, including
42 required specifications for speed, safety, access and frequency of
43 travel, and identifying additional rights of way that may be needed
44 for future use and developing a process for acquiring those rights
45 of way;
46 make recommendations for institutional arrangements for
47 carrying out detailed planning for designing, construction and
48 operation for such a system including methods of financing,
49 whether public or private and if public sector financing for any
50 portion of capital or operational costs is deemed necessary, which
51 existing or potential revenue sources would be appropriate.

1 SECTION 4. The Massachusetts Intercity Rail Steering
2 Committee, established by section two of this act shall report to
3 the general court from time to time the results of its investigation
4 and study, and its recommendations, if any, together with drafts
5 of legislation necessary to carry such recommendations into effect
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6 by filing the same with the clerk of the house of representatives,
7 from time to time, including progress reports, and shall file a final
8 report, containing its findings and a recommended plan for
9 implementation of the next phase of a high speed ground transpor-

-10 tation program for the commonwealth, on or before January
11 thirty-first, nineteen hundred and ninety-four.
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